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of global social concern due to their presence and persistence in the environment and their ability to producea wide range of toxic e�ects, including certain types of cancer [SDG, V], in laboratory animals. Moreover,TCDD was present in Agent Orange, the herbicide used by US forces in Vietnam.The liver appears to be a major target organ for chronic toxicity of TCDD in rodents [SDG, V]. Physiologi-cally based pharmaco- and toxicokinetic models which have attempted to describe the uptake, distribution,and elimination of chemicals in the body have generally used the \well-stirred" or \venous equilibrium"model to describe events occurring in the liver. The basic assumption of that model, that the concentra-tion of solute is uniform throughout the liver, does not describe the elimination of solutes with decreasingconcentration gradients along the liver acinus following a bolus input [RR1]. Moreover, the \well-stirred"model cannot accommodate spatial variations in biologically- and physiologically-based parameters, such asvariations in enzyme activity and hepatic cell permeability. In 1985 a physiologically-based and spatiallydependent dispersion model for hepatic elimination was introduced by Roberts and Rowland [RR1]. Weshow in [BMT] that this model can be adapted to describe the hepatic uptake and elimination of TCDD,incorporating the complex microcirculation of the human liver as well as TCDD interaction with two in-tracellular proteins: the non-inducible high-a�nity, low capacity Ah receptor, and an inducible low-a�nity,high-capacity microsomal protein, cytochrome P450 IA2 (CYP1A2) [PG, PTG, VA]. The model, which willbe referred to as the TCDD model throughout this presentation, is \advanced" in that it includes spatialdispersion in the critical organ (the liver), time delays in tissue response, and nonlinear chemical kineticswithin cellular compartments.The organization of this paper is as follows. We begin in Section 2 with a brief discussion of the TCDDmodel. Motivated by this example, in Section 3 we present general results for abstract nonlinear parabolicsystems with time delay. We address questions of well-posedness for the TCDD model in Section 4. Finally,Section 5 contains concluding remarks. In an appendix we give the particular equations for the TCDDmodel.2 The TCDD modelA detailed description of the TCDD model is given in [BMT]. While an overview is presented here for thesake of completeness, the interested reader is referred to the original paper for in-depth model development.In the TCDD model, transport of solute in the liver sinusoidal (blood) region is described by a convection-dispersion equation [RR1] to account for transport via bulk ow and turbulent di�usion. The general masstransport equation is then coupled with TCDD-speci�c equations, which include the kinetics of TCDD-binding to the Ah receptor protein, the induction of CYP1A2, and TCDD-binding to CYP1A2. The inductionof CYP1A2 is modeled as a function of the fractional occupancy of the Ah receptor at a previous time toaccount for the many intracellular processes which must occur before this Ah receptor-mediated response is�nally realized. Uptake of TCDD by the hepatocytes (liver cells) is modeled as passive di�usion across thecell membrane, with unbound TCDD the di�using species. Metabolism, which is considered a detoxifyingstep for TCDD [SDG], is modeled as a �rst-order process.Although data is not available on the time course of change of TCDD in the human liver, time-course dataon serum TCDD levels in humans has been published [H]. Anticipating the use of this data in our numericalsimulations, we coupled a \well-mixed" venous blood compartment to the liver model. The venous bloodcompartment includes a sink term to describe the rate of uptake of TCDD by adipose tissue, a primaryTCDD storage site in the body [SDG, V]. The resultant mathematical model is a nonlinear system of seven2



coupled partial and ordinary di�erential equations with time delay.To complete the system, boundary conditions for the TCDD model were formulated which yield a well-de�ned initial-boundary value problem. The exit boundary condition contains an unknown boundary termand thus must be estimated; that is, in the computational phase of our work observations of the solutionwill be used in an inverse algorithm to estimate this and possibly other unknown parameters.Assuming an appropriate set of initial conditions, we thus are led to consider the initial-boundary valueproblem given in the Appendix with kinetic and rate constants as de�ned in [BMT].2.1 State space setting and problem formulationIn this section we restate the initial-boundary value problem of (44) in terms of a weak or variationalformulation. To simplify the analysis, we make a change of variable from CB to ~CB, de�ned by~CB(t; z) = CB(t; z)�CV b(t);and note that ~CB satis�es a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition at z = 0. We multiply the ithequation by a function �i in a \suitable" class of test functions and integrate in space in the �rst sixequations, followed by integration by parts in the �rst equation (44a) only. Unless otherwise indicated,throughout the remainder of this section h�; �i will denote the usual L2 inner product:hf; gi = Z l0 f(�)g(�)d�:As will readily be seen from our subsequent discussions, we may, without loss of generality, take all Hilbertspaces in our presentation to have real scalar �elds.Let V = H1L(0; l) and H = L2(0; l); whereH1L(0; l) = f� 2 H1(0; l)j�(0) = 0g;with V -norm j�jV = j�0jH ; for all � 2 V:We de�ne the state space V = V �H5 �R, and the space H = H6 �R with inner producth�;  iH = 6Xk=1h�k;  ki + h�7;  7iR for all �;  2 H:The weak or variational formulation of the problem (44) is as follows: we seek a solution y(t) 2 V satisfyingan appropriate initial condition y(0) andh _y(t); �iV�;V + �(y(t); �) + �D(y(t � �c); �) + hg(y(t)); �iH + hgD(y(t � �r)); �iH = hf(t); �iV� ;V (1)3



for all � 2 V, wheref(t) = 0BBBBBBBB@ _q3(t) � I(t) � a5q2(t)�l00ks(Ah)0ks(Pr)I(t) � _q3(t) 1CCCCCCCCA ; g(y) = 0BBBBBBBB@ 0gAh(y2; y4) + gPr(y2; y6)�gAh(y2; y4)gAh(y2; y4)�gPr(y2; y6)gPr(y2; y6)0 1CCCCCCCCA ; gD(y) = 0BBBBBBBB@ 00000( IPrVH ) y3y3+y40 1CCCCCCCCA ;and the sesquilinear forms �; �D : V � V ! R are de�ned�( ; �) = ha1 01 � a2 1; �01i+ ha4 1 � a3 2 + (a4 � �) 7; �1i � ha2 7�l; �1iV �;V + hk�1 3; �3i+ hb2 2 � (b1 1 + k�1 3 + k�2 5 + b1 7); �2i + hkd(Ah) 4 � k�1 3; �4i+ hk�2 5; �5i+ hkd(Pr) 6 � k�2 5; �6i+ h� 7; �7iR�D( ; �) = �[h 1(l); �1i+ h 7; �1i � h 1(l); �7iR � h 7; �7iR]:Here, as in following sections, _y = @y@t , �0 = @�@z , and h�; �iV �;V , h�; �iV�;V denote the usual duality pairings asdescribed below.The system (1) motivated the theoretical developments presented in the following section, where we considera general class of problems of which this example is a special case.3 Well-posedness for abstract nonlinear parabolic systems andsystems with delayThe arguments for existence and uniqueness presented in this section closely follow the work of Banks,Gilliam, and Shubov [BGS] for nonlinear hyperbolic systems and are repeated here with appropriate modi-�cation for nonlinear parabolic systems. After �rst establishing existence and uniqueness of solutions for aclass of nonlinear parabolic systems on a �nite time interval, we then show how these results can be extendedto systems with delay.3.1 Formulation of the problemWe seek to establish global existence of weak solutions for a class of abstract nonlinear parabolic systems ofthe form _y(t) +Ay(t) + g(y(t)) = F (t) in V� (2a)y(0) = y0; (2b)for t 2 (0; T ), T < 1. Throughout we assume there is a sequence of separable Hilbert spaces V;H;V�forming a Gelfand triple [Wl] satisfying V ,!H ' H� ,! V�;4



where we assume that the embedding V ,!H is dense and continuous withj�jH � kj�jV for � 2 V: (3)We denote by h�; �iV�;V the usual duality product [Wl, BSW], which is the extension by continuity of theinner product in H, denoted h�; �i throughout the remainder of this section. The norm in H will be denotedj � j. The operator A is de�ned (under the assumptions below) in terms of its sesquilinear form � : V�V ! R;that is, A 2 L(V;V�) and hA�;  iV�;V = �(�;  ). We make the following standing assumptions:A1) The form � is V-bounded: for �;  2 V j�(�;  )j � c1j�jVj jV : (4)A2) The form � is strictly coercive on V: for � 2 V�(�; �) � k1j�j2V; k1 > 0: (5)A3) The forcing term F satis�es F 2 L2((0; T );V�): (6)A4) The nonlinear function g is a continuous nonlinear mapping from H into H satisfyingjg(�)j � j�j; � 2 H; (7)for some positive constant .A5) For any �;  2 V, hg(�) � g( ); � �  i + k1k�1j��  j2 � 0 (8)where k and k1 are the constants in (3) and (5).A6) For any � 2 H the Fr�echet derivative of g exists and satis�esg0(�) 2 L(H;H) with jg0(�)jL(H;H) � ~C3: (9)Condition A6) will be useful in establishing uniqueness of solutions.Given the above hypotheses and considerations, we consider the weak or variational form of the system givenby h _y(t); �i+ �(y(t); �) + hg(y(t)); �i = hF (t); �i (10a)y(0) = y0; (10b)for any � 2 V. We note that (2) and (10) are equivalent systems if we interpret the inner product h�; �i ash�; �iV�;V . 5



3.2 The main a priori estimateChoosing � = y(t) in (10), we �nd that if a solution exists it must satisfy:12 ddtfjy(t)j2g+ �(y(t); y(t)) + hg(y(t)); y(t)i = hF (t); y(t)iV� ;V : (11)Integrating from 0 to t, for t 2 [0; T ], and using condition (5) we obtain12 jy(t)j2 + k1 Z t0 fjy(�)j2V + hg(y(�)); y(�)igd� � 12 jy(0)j2 + Z t0 hF (�); y(�)iV� ;Vd�:Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the relation 2ab � a2 + b2, and (7) we �ndjy(t)j2 + k1 Z t0 jy(�)j2Vd� � jy0j2 + 1k1 Z t0 jF (�)j2V�d� + 2 Z t0 jy(�)j2d�: (12)By ignoring the second term on the left of (12) and applying Gronwall's lemma we obtainjy(t)j2 � (jy0j2 + 1k1 Z T0 jF (�)j2V�d�)e2t: (13)Next, substituting (13) back into (12) we have the desired a priori boundjy(t)j2 + k1 Z t0 jy(�)j2V � C; (14)where C = C(jy0j; jF jL2((0;T );V�); ; k1) <1 is constant.3.3 Galerkin approximationsLet f kg1k=1 � V be a linearly independent total subset of V. We de�ne the \Galerkin" approximations for(2a) by yN (t) = NXk=1 cNk (t) k;where the coe�cients fcNk (t)gNk=1 are chosen so that yN (t) is the unique solution of the N -dimensional systemh _yN (t);  ji+ �(yN (t);  j) + hg(yN (t));  ji = hF (t);  jiV�;V (15)for j = 1; : : : ; N , satisfying the initial conditioncNk (0) = cN0k:The set fcN0kg is chosen such that y0 = limN!1 NX1 cN0k k in H:6



Multiplying (15) by cNj (t) and summing over j = 1; : : : ; N we obtain (11) with y replaced by yN :12 ddtfjyN (t)j2g+ �(yN (t); yN (t)) + hg(yN (t)); yN (t)i = hF (t); yN (t)iV� ;V :Repeating the above arguments, we then obtainjyN (t)j2 + k1 Z t0 jyN (�)j2Vd� � ~C; (16)where the constant ~C is independent of N , depending on y0, F , , and k1 as in the constant C of (14). Wenote that the convergence of yN0 ! y0 in H guarantees uniform boundedness of jyN0 jH.3.4 Convergence of the Galerkin approximationsTo establish existence of solutions to (2) we will use the bounds of (16) to extract successive subsequencesof the Galerkin approximations. We show that the �nal subsequence converges to a solution of (2). Thesubsequences selected at each step will be denoted by the same symbol fyNg.The following lemma is needed to carry out the proof of existence. The symbol w* denotes weak convergence.Lemma 1 There exists a subsequence fyNg of the original sequence of Galerkin approximations and y 2L2((0; T );V) such thata) yN w* y in L2((0; T );V) (17)b) yN (t) w* y(t) in H for each t 2 [0; T ] (18)c) There exists h 2 L2((0; T );H) such thatg(yN ) w* h in L2((0; T );H): (19)Proof. The statements (17) and (18) follow from the fact that fyNg is bounded in L2((0; T );V) and fyN (t)gis bounded in H for each t 2 [0; T ]. Statement c) follows immediately from (3), (7), and (16).3.5 Existence of weak solutionsIn this section we obtain the fundamental existence result by letting N !1 in an integral identity for theGalerkin approximations.Theorem 1 Under assumptions A1)-A5), for y0 2 H there exists a weak solution y of (2) with y 2L2((0; T );V) and _y 2 L2((0; T );V�). Furthermore, if condition A6) holds, the solution is unique.7



Proof. We denote by PM (M = 1; 2; : : :) the class of functions � 2 L2((0; T );V) which can be represented inthe form �(t) = MXk=1 ak(t) k; (20)where ak 2 C1([0; T ]). Let P = 1[M=1PM : (21)The set P is dense in L2((0; T );V). We multiply the jth equation in (15) by aj(t), take the sum from 1 to Mand integrate over [0; t], and then integrate by parts in the �rst term to obtainZ t0 f�hyN (�); _�(�)i + �(yN (�); �(�)) + hg(yN (�)); �(�)igd� + hyN (t); �(t)i= hyN (0); �(0)i+ R t0 hF (�); �(�)iV� ;Vd�; (22)which is satis�ed for all � 2 PM , M � N .We �x � 2 PM with M � N , and use (17), (18), and (19). Passing to the limit N !1 in (22) we obtainZ t0 f�hy(�); _�(�)i+ �(y(�); �(�)) + hh(�); �(�)igd� + hy(t); �(t)i= hy0; �(0)i+ Z t0 hF (�); �(�)iV�;Vd�: (23)Note all the statements of Lemma 1 are true for any interval [0; t], t � T . To pass to the limit in the �rstterm under the integral sign we only need the weak convergence yN w* y in L2((0; T );H) as in (17). In thesecond term we note that for �xed � 2 V the mapping y ! R t0 �(y(�); �(�))d� is a bounded linear functionalon L2((0; t);V) due to (4), and therefore this functional is weakly continuous. This allows us to pass to thelimit due to (17). In the third term we can pass to the limit due to (19). In the term outside the integral inthe left side of (22) we can pass to the limit due to (18). We use the fact that yN (0)! y0 strongly in H asN !1 in the �rst term on the right hand side of (22).Now for each j choose �j(t) = a(t) j where we further restrict a so that a 2 C10 [0; T ]. We obtain from (23)Z T0 _a(�)h�y(�);  j id� + Z T0 a(�)f�(y(�);  j ) + hh(�);  ji � hF (�);  jiV� ;Vgd� = 0:This implies h _y(t);  ji+ �(y(t);  j) + hh(t);  ji = hF (t);  jiV�;V (24)for each j and a.e. t 2 (0; T ). Since f jg is total in V we have _y 2 L2((0; T );V�) and for all � 2 Vh _y(t); �iV�;V + �(y(t); �) + hh(t); �i = hF (t); �iV�;V a:e:;which except for the term involving the limit function h is the equation for weak solutions (10). We show�rst that y(0) = y0 and then argue that the h term under the integral of (23) can be replaced by g(y) whichyields that the limit function y is a weak solution. 8



To show y(0) = y0 we return to Equation (23) which holds for each �j = a(t) j , where a 2 C1[0; T ] anda(0) 6= 0. Integrating by parts in the �rst term in (23) and using (24) we obtainhy(t); �(t)i + h�y(�); �(�)i�=t�=0 = hy0; �(0)i;or hy(0);  jia(0) = hy0;  jia(0);for all j, from which it follows that y(0) = y0.To prove that the limit function h is the correct term we use the Minty-Browder monotonicity method, asin [BGS].Lemma 2 For any � 2 L2((0; T );V) and t 2 [0; T ],Z t0 hg(y(�)); �(�)id� = Z t0 hh(�); �(�)id�:Proof. From (3) and (8) we obtainZ t0 fhg(u(�))� g(v(�)); u(�) � v(�)i + k1ju(�)� v(�)j2Vgd� � 0 (25)for any u; v 2 L2((0; T );V).Select u = yN 2 L2((0; T );V) and any v 2 PM � L2((0; T );V) with M � N . Using condition (5) we obtainZ t0 hg(yN (�)) � g(v(�)); yN (�) � v(�)id� + Z t0 �(yN (�)� v(�); yN (�)� v(�))d� � 0: (26)Returning to (22), we take � = yN � v which is permissible since yN 2 PN and v 2 PM , M � N . ThisyieldsZ t0 hg(yN (�)); yN (�)� v(�)id� = Z t0 hyN (�); _yN (�) � _v(�)id� � Z t0 �(yN (�); yN (�) � v(�))d��hyN (t); yN (t) � v(t)i + hyN (0); yN (0)� v(0)i + Z t0 hF (�); yN (�) � v(�)iV� ;Vd�: (27)Now substituting (27) into (26) we obtain for all v 2 PM , M � N�12 jyN (t)j2 + 12 jyN (0)j2 + Z t0 f�hyN (�); _v(�)i � �(v(�); yN (�)� v(�)) � hg(v(�)); yN (�) � v(�)igd�+ Z t0 hF (�); yN (�) � v(�)iV� ;Vd� + hyN (t); v(t)i � hyN (0); v(0)i � 0: (28)We can pass to the limit N !1 in (28) to obtain�12 jy(t)j2 + 12 jy0j2 + Z t0 f�hy(�); _v(�)i � �(v(�); y(�) � v(�)) � hg(v(�)); y(�) � v(�)igd�+ Z t0 hF (�); y(�) � v(�)iV� ;Vd� + hy(t); v(t)i � hy0; v(0)i � 0: (29)9



We can pass to the limit in all terms under the integral sign due to the weak convergence results presentedin Lemma 1. In the �rst term after the integral sign we can pass to the limit due to the weak convergenceof yN (t) w* y(t) in H for each t 2 [0; T ]. Strong convergence of yN (0) ! y0 in H allows us to pass to thelimit in the second and last terms in the inequality. The �rst term in (28) requires further comment, as weonly have weak convergence yN (t) w* y(t) in H for any t 2 [0; T ]. However, since norms are weakly lowersemicontinuous in Hilbert spaces, jy(t)j2 � lim infN!1 jyN (t)j2:Therefore, we can pass to the limit in (28), obtaining the desired result (29). Note that (29) is valid for anyv 2 P = [1M=1PM and therefore for all v 2 L2((0; T );V). Now we return to (23) with � = �v where v isfrom (29):Z t0 fhy(�); _v(�)i � �(y(�); v(�)) � hh(�); v(�)igd� � hy(t); v(t)i + hy0; v(0)i+ Z t0 hF (�); v(�)iV�;Vd� = 0: (30)Also, set � = y in (23) to obtain12(jy(t)j2 � jy0j2) + Z t0 f�(y(�); y(�)) + hh(�); y(�)igd� � Z t0 hF (�); y(�)iV�;Vd� = 0: (31)Adding inequality (29) and the relations (30) and (31), we �ndZ t0 f�(y(�) � v(�); y(�) � v(�)) + hh(�)� g(v(�)); y(�) � v(�)igd� � 0: (32)For any � > 0 and ! 2 L2((0; T );V), choose v(t) = y(t) � �!(t): (33)Substituting (33) into (32) and dividing by � > 0 we obtainZ t0 f��(!(�); !(�)) + hh(�) � g(y(�) � �!(�)); !(�)igd� � 0 (34)for any ! 2 V; � > 0. In (34) we can pass to the limit as � ! 0 and obtain the inequalityZ t0 hh(�)� g(y(�)); !(�)id� � 0 (35)using the condition that g : H !H is a continuous mapping.The inequality (35) holds for all ! 2 L2((0; T );V) only if it holds for equality. Therefore, Lemma 2 isestablished and the proof of existence is complete.We now address the question of uniqueness of solutions. Let w; v be two solutions of (10) corresponding tothe initial condition y0 and forcing term F . Note that u � w � v satis�es u(0) = 0 andh _u(t); �iV�;V + �(u(t); �) + hg(w(t)) � g(v(t)); �i = 0 for all � 2 V: (36)Observe (36) as well as (10) holds for all � 2 L2((0; T );V). For �xed t 2 [0; T ] choose � = u in (36) andintegrate from 0 to t: Z t0 fh _u(�); u(�)iV�;V + �(u(�); u(�)) + h�g(�); u(�)igd� = 0;10



where �g(�) � g(w(�)) � g(v(�)). Since h _u(�); u(�)i = 12 dd�fju(�)j2g; this impliesju(t)j2 + 2 Z t0 f�(u(�); u(�)) + h�g(�); u(�)igd� = 0:From condition (5) and (9) we obtainju(t)j2 + 2k1 Z t0 ju(�)j2Vd� � 2j Z t0 h�g(�); u(�)id�j� 2j Z t0 hZ 10 g0(�w(�) + (1� �)v(�))[w(�) � v(�)]d�; u(�)id�j� 2 Z t0 ~C3ju(�)j2d�:Ignoring the second term in the inequality, we have for any t 2 [0; T ]ju(t)j2 � 2 Z t0 ~C3ju(�)j2d�:Applying Gronwall's lemma, we �nd u � 0 on any �nite interval. Thus, the solution is unique and the proofof Theorem 1 is complete.3.6 Weakening the convexity condition on the nonlinearityIn actual fact, for y0 2 V and F = F1 + F2, where F1 2 L2((0; T );H) and F2 2 H1((0; T );V�), one caneliminate the "convexity condition" (8) on the nonlinearity by strengthening the convergence of the Galerkinapproximations.Returning to Section 3.3, we now choose the set fcN0kg such thaty0 = limN!1 NX1 cN0k k in V:We then multiply (15) by _cNj (t) and sum over j = 1; : : : ; N to obtainj _yN (t)j2 + 12 ddt�(yN (t); yN (t)) + hg(yN (t)); _yN (t)i = hF1(t); _yN (t)i + hF2(t); _yN (t)iV�;V : (37)We next integrate (37) from 0 to t to obtain the equationZ t0 j _yN (�)j2d� + 12�(yN (t); yN (t)) + Z t0 hg(yN (�)); _yN (�)id�= 12�(yN (0); yN (0)) + Z t0 [hF1(�); _yN (�)i + hF2(�); _yN (�)iV�;V ]d�:By conditions (4) and (5) we have12k1jyN (t)j2V + Z t0 j _yN (�)j2d� � 12c1jyN (0)j2V + Z t0 jhg(yN (�)); _yN (�)ijd� + Z t0 hF1(�); _yN (�)id�+ Z t0 hF2(�); _yN (�)iV� ;Vd�: (38)11



Considering the last term under the integral sign in (38), we notehF2(t); _yN (t)iV� ;V = ddt hF2(t); yN (t)iV�;V � h _F2(t); yN (t)iV�;V : (39)Substituting (39) into (38) and taking absolute values we obtain the relationk12 jyN (t)j2V + Z t0 j _yN (�)j2d� � c12 jyN (0)j2V + Z t0 jhg(yN (�)); _yN (�)ijd� + Z t0 hF1(t); _yN (�)id�+hF2(t); yN (t)iV� ;V + jhF2(0); yN (0)iV�;V j+ Z t0 jh _F2(�); yN (�)iV� ;V jd�:Now by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, condition (7), and the assumptions that F1 2 L2((0; T );H) andF2 2 H1((0; T );V�) we have for any t 2 [0; T ],k14 jyN (t)j2V + 14 Z t0 j _yN (�)j2d� � c1jyN (0)j2V + 22 jyN j2L2((0;T );H) + jF1j2L2((0;T );H)+ 1k1 jF2(t)j2V� + 12c1 jF2(0)j2V� + 12 j _F2j2L2((0;T );V�) + 12 jyN j2L2((0;T );V);where we have repeatedly used the relation 2ab � a2 + b2.The convergence of yN (0)! y0 strongly in V guarantees uniform boundedness of jyN (0)jV . The assumptionF2 2 H1((0; T );V�) guarantees the existence of a constant M such that jF2(t)jV� � M for all t 2 [0; T ].Furthermore, from (16) we see that the set fyNg is bounded in L2((0; T );V) � L2((0; T );H) by a constant~C. Therefore, we have shown k14 jyN (t)j2V + 14 Z t0 j _yN (�)j2d� � Ĉ;where the constant Ĉ is independent of N and t, depending only on y0, F1, F2, , k1, c1 and ~C. Hence, thesets fyNg and f _yNg are bounded in C([0; T ];V) and L2((0; T );H), respectively.Lemma 3 For F = F1 + F2, where F1 2 L2((0; T );H) and F2 2 H1((0; T );V�), there exists a subsequenceof the original sequence of Galerkin approximations such thatfyNg ! y strongly in C([0; T ];H):Proof. We use the following version of the Arzela-Ascoli theorem [NS, Theorem 3.17.24]: If Y is a completemetric space and F � C([0; T ]; Y ), then F is relatively compact if and only if F is equicontinuous andff(t) : f 2 Fg is relatively compact in Y for each t 2 [0; T ].Letting Y = H and F = fyNg � C([0; T ];H) in the statement of the theorem, one can show that thesubset fyNg is equicontinuous in C([0; T ];H). Recall for each t 2 [0; T ], fyN (t)g is uniformly bounded inV. Furthermore, since V embeds compactly in H, for each t 2 [0; T ] the set fyN (t)g is relatively compact inH. Thus, the Arzela-Ascoli theorem allows us to conclude that fyNg is relatively compact in C([0; T ];H).Hence, there exists a subsequence of the original Galerkin approximations such that yN ! y strongly inC([0; T ];H). 12



Theorem 2 Under the assumptions A1), A2) and A4) with y0 2 V and F = F1 + F2, where F1 2L2((0; T );H), F2 2 H1((0; T );V�), there exists a weak solution y of (2) with y 2 L2((0; T );V) \C([0; T ];H)and _y 2 L2((0; T );V�). Furthermore, if condition A6) holds, the solution is unique and depends continuouslyon the data (y0; F ).Proof. For the existence argument, we need only to show that we can pass to the limit in (22). Lemma 3and condition A4), that g is a continuous mapping from H into H, guarantee this result. Thus, (23) may bereplaced by the equationtZ0 f� hy(�); _�(�)i + �(y(�); �(�)) + hg(y(�)); �(�)igd�+hy(t); �(t)i = hy0; �(0)i+ tZ0 hF (�); �(�)iV�;V d�: (40)Similar arguments to those in the proof of Theorem 1 follow directly from (40).We now address the question of continuous dependence. Let w; v be two solutions of (10), or equivalently(2), corresponding to the initial conditions w0; v0 2 V and forcing function F . Note that u � w � v satis�esju(0)j = jw0 � v0j and h _u(t); �iV�;V + �(u(t); �) + hg(w(t)) � g(v(t)); �i = 0 (41)for all � 2 V. Observe (41) as well as (10) holds for all � 2 L2((0; T );V). For �xed t 2 [0; T ] choose � = u in(41) and integrate from 0 to t:Z t0 fh _u(�); u(�)iV�;V + �(u(�); u(�)) + h�g(�); u(�)igd� = 0;where �g(�) � g(w(�)) � g(v(�)). Since h _u(�); u(�)i = 12 dd�fju(�)j2g; this impliesju(t)j2 + 2 Z t0 f�(u(�); u(�)) + h�g(�); u(�)igd� = ju(0)j2:From condition (5) and (9) we obtainju(t)j2 + 2k1 Z t0 ju(�)j2Vd� � ju(0)j2 + 2j Z t0 h�g(�); u(�)id�j� k2ju(0)j2V + 2j Z t0 hZ 10 g0(�w(�) + (1� �)v(�))[w(�) � v(�)]d�; u(�)id�j� k2ju(0)j2V + 2 ~C3 Z t0 ju(�)j2d�:Ignoring the second term in the inequality and applying Gronwall's lemma, we �ndju(t)j2 � k2e2 ~C3T ju(0)j2Vfor all t 2 [0; T ]. Thus, we have established continuous dependence, in C([0; T ];H), on the initial condition.Continuous dependence on the forcing term F follows by similar arguments. Thus, the proof of Theorem 2is complete.We have shown that for y0 2 V the convexity condition on the nonlinearity can be eliminated provided we havegreater regularity on the forcing term F , either in space (F 2 L2((0; T );H)) or time (F 2 H1((0; T );V�)).13



This method of transferring smoothness in space to smoothness in time is analogous to that found in discus-sions as to when mild solutions provide classical solutions to inhomogeneous abstract Cauchy problems (seePazy [P, Chapter 4.2]). We also note that if one takes F2 � 0 in H1((0; T );V�), the case F 2 L2((0; T );H)can be treated under the conditions of Theorem 2.3.7 Existence of weak solutions for systems with time delayThis section is concerned with extending the result of the previous section to systems with delay. We consider_y(t) + Ay(t) + AD(y(t � �1)) + g(y(t)) + gD(y(t � �2)) = F (t) in V�; (42a)y(s) = y0(s); s 2 [��; 0]; (42b)where � = maxf�1; �2g, 0 < � < T . For simplicity we take �1 = �2 in the discussion that follows; similararguments hold for the case of inequality. The linear operator AD is de�ned in terms of its sesquilinear form�D : V � V ! R; that is, AD 2 L(V;V�) and hAD�;  iV�;V = �D(�;  ). We assume the same setting asconsidered in Theorem 2, with A6) and the following additional conditions on the delay terms holding:D6) The form �D is V-bounded: for �;  2 V,j�D(�;  )j � c2j�jV j jV :D7) The function gD is a nonlinear mapping from H into H.Note that it is not necessary for the nonlinear term with delay, gD, to be a continuous mapping.Theorem 3 Under the assumptions above, there exists a unique weak solution y of (42) with y 2 L2((0; T );V)\C([0; T ];H) and _y 2 L2((0; T );V�).By Theorem 2 we have the existence of a unique solution y 2 L2((0; � );V) \C([0; � ];H) of the systemh _y(t); �iV�;V + �(y(t); �) + hg(y(t)); �i = hF (t)� G1(t); �iV�;V ;y(0) = y0(0);where G1 2 L2((0; � );V�) is de�nedG1(t)(�) = hADy0(t � � ) + gD(y0(t� � )); �iV�;V :Now setting �(t) = y(t � � );we observe that �(t) 2 V is a known function of time on [�; 2� ]. De�ning G2 2 L2((�; 2� );V�) byG2(t)(�) = hAD�(t) + gD(�(t)); �iV�;V14



for all � 2 V, we thus seek a solution y on the interval [�; 2� ] satisfyingh _y(t); �iV�;V + �(y(t); �) + hg(y(t)); �i = hF (t) �G2(t); �iV� ;V (43a)y(� ) = �(2� ); (43b)for all � 2 V. By Theorem 2 a solution y of (43) exists and is unique. We thereby continue in this mannerto \step" the solution forward by time intervals of length � until the desired �nal time T is achieved. Thisis the standard "method of steps" or "method of continuation" used in delay di�erential equations by whichthe solution is extended forward in time [BC].4 Well-posedness for the TCDD modelIn this section we apply the theoretical results of Section 3 to the TCDD model. We thus consider (1) andrecall the de�nitions of V;H and V;H given in Section 2. Note V and H form the usual Gelfand triple asdiscussed in Section 3.1, with the usual duality pairing h�; �iV�;V , where V� = V � �H5 �R.We state the following without proof:(H1) � is V-continuous: There exists a constant 1 > 0 such that for all  ; � 2 Vj�( ; �)j � 1j jV j�jV:(H2) � is V-coercive: There exist constants k1 > 0; �0 > 0 such that for all � 2 V�(�; �) � k1j�j2V � �0j�j2H:(H3) �D is V-continuous: There exists a constant 2 > 0 such that for all  ; � 2 Vj�D( ; �)j � 2j jV j�jV:Under the conditions (H1) and (H3) above, there exist continuous linear operators A;AD : V ! V� suchthat �(�;  ) = hA�;  iV�;V and �D(�;  ) = hAD�;  iV�;V for all �;  2 V [Wl]. De�ne F 2 L2((0; T );V�) byF (t)(�) = hf(t); �iV�;V ;where f is as de�ned in Section 2.1. Under the hypotheses and conditions above, Equation (1) may equiva-lently be written in the operator-theoretic form_y(t) + Ay(t) + ADy(t � �c) + g(y(t)) + gD(y(t � �r)) = F (t) in V�:This is similar to the system in (42), however we observe by H2) that the sesquilinear form � is not strictlycoercive; that is, condition A2) is not satis�ed. However, as discussed in Wloka [Wl], this problem is easilyresolved by a standard modi�cation to the system.We note that the nonlinear term g is globally bounded in H and g0(�) is globally bounded in L(H;H)for each � 2 H, however g does not satisfy the convexity condition A5) of Theorem 1. We showed inTheorem 2 that it is possible to remove the convexity condition on g provided the forcing term F has15



su�cient smoothness, either in time (F 2 H1((0; T );V�)) or space (F 2 L2((0; T );H)). For the TCDDmodel, the forcing term involves the pointwise evaluation of a test function at the right boundary; that is, Finvolves a Dirac delta function, �l, and therefore F 62 L2((0; T );H). However, by imposing reasonable andbiologically plausible conditions on the smoothness of certain time-dependent parameters, F can be writtenin terms of an L2((0; T );H) and H1((0; T );V�) component. Therefore, the hypotheses of Theorem 3 aresatis�ed and existence and uniqueness of the solution for the TCDD model is established.5 Concluding RemarksMotivated by a convection-dispersion model for the uptake and elimination of TCDD in humans, we havepresented a general result for existence and uniqueness of solutions for a class of abstract nonlinear parabolicequations. We have shown that one condition pertaining to the nonlinearity, the so-called \convexity con-dition", can be relaxed provided one has greater regularity on the forcing term, either in space or in time.These results can be extended to a class of nonlinear parabolic systems with time delay by the \method ofsteps" used in the study of delay di�erential equations. Finally, arguments for the existence and uniquenessof a weak solution for the TCDD model are given.Acknowledgments. C.J.M. would like to thank Dr. Richard A. Albanese, Mathematical ProductsDivision, Armstrong Laboratory (AL/OES), Brooks AFB, TX, for his input and encouragement during herinternship at AL/OES as part of the 1997 AFOSR Graduate Summer Research Program.
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A The TCDD model system of equationsThe reader is referred to [BMT] for a detailed description of the model and its development, includingde�nitions of rate constants and the nonlinear functions gAh; gPr . We note that gAh; gPr are saturatingnonlinearities modi�ed from the usual product terms arising from the law of mass action in chemical kinetics(see [BMT] for detailed discussions) and thus are, along with their derivatives, bounded functions.(VB + VD fuBfuD )@CB@t = VBD@2CB@z2 � VBv@CB@z + P (CuH � fuBCB); (44a)@CuH@t = PfuBVH CB � ( PVH + k3)CuH � gAh(CuH ; CAh) (44b)+ k�1CAh�TCDD � gPr(CuH ; CPr) + k�2CPr�TCDD ;@CAh�TCDD@t = gAh(CuH ; CAh) � k�1CAh�TCDD ; (44c)@CAh@t = k�1CAh�TCDD � gAh(CuH ; CAh) � kd(Ah)CAh + ks(Ah); (44d)@CPr�TCDD@t = gPr(CuH ; CPr) � k�2CPr�TCDD ; (44e)@CPr@t = k�2CPr�TCDD � gPr(CuH ; CPr)� kd(Pr)CPr + ks(Pr) (44f)+ (IPrVH ) CAh�TCDD(t � �r ; z)CAh(t� �r; z) + CAh�TCDD(t� �r; z) ;dCV bdt (t) = QV bVV b (CB(t� �c; l)�CV b(t)) + I(t) � _q3(t); (44g)CB(t; 0) = CV b(t);vCB(t; l)�D @CB@z (t; l) = q2(t): (44h)
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